
CHAPTER2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Since 1970's there has been significant growth of literature on 'overshooting' and 

'undershooting' issues. Dornbusch (1976) introduces an interesting model to explain 

exchange rate dynamics in response to an economic disturbance. The model has several 

features. First, capital is assumed to be perfectly mobile. Second, perfect foresight version of 

rational expectations has been used. Third, the asset market is assumed to clear instantly 

while the goods market does not. Asset market bears the initial impact burden of adjustment. 

Price level adjusts to excess demand for domestic goods sluggishly. So domestic interest 

rates change in response to change in money supply and this in tum leads to a change in 

exchange rate. Finally, the model is designed to examine the response to exchange rate to an 

unanticipated shock. 

An initial increase in money supply leads to a fall in interest rate. Under perfect capital 

mobility this results in outflow of capital and deterioration in capital market. Exchange rate 

depreciates i.e., spot rate rises immediately. The entire adjustment is made by the asset 

market but price level in the commodity market remains sticky in the short-run. However, 

with the passage of time, prices begin to rise and real balances fall. So demand for money 

rises. Consequently, rate of interest rises and spot exchange· rate falls. Thus an increase in 

money supply leads to a proportionately larger once-and-for all depreciation of exchange 

rate in the short-run. It is followed by an exchange rate appreciation throughout the rest of 

the adjustment process. Consequently, 'overshooting' becomes the general phenomenon in 

case of exchange rate variation following increase in money supply. 

Extent of 'overshooting' in the Dornbusch Model depends on interest elasticity of money 

demand, variability of output level and expectations coefficient associated with spot rate and 

·Spot exchange rate means the domestic currency price of one unit of foreign currency. 
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long-run exchange rates. The greater the expectations coefficient and higher the interest 

elasticity of demand for money, the lower was the extent of 'overshooting'. Again the 

greater the output response to changes in aggregate demand, the lower will be the fall in 

interest rate needed to clear the asset market. The outflow of capital will be less and the 

resulting initial depreciation of exchange ate will be lower. So the extent of 'overshooting' is 

reduced by the variability of output level. 

Kouri (1976) examines dynamic stability of exchange rate adjustment process under 

alternative assumptions. In case of myopic perfect foresight, there arise a number of 

possibilities like hyper-deflation and hyperinflation. Under perfect foresight speculators 

anticipate that hyper deflation will fail to continue when foreign assets run out. This prevents 

the occurrence of hyper-deflation. In case of hyperinflation, speculators with perfect 

foresight get rid of currency above the minimum level of real balance necessary for carrying 

out transactions. The end of hyperinflation is anticipated. Consequently, in the long-run 

exchange rate equals the purchasing power parity (PPP) rate. Thus an increase in money 

supply causes a fall in exchange rate because of an instantaneous fall in interest rate. But 

exchange rate must rise over time to be at par with the PPP rate. 

Frenkel (1976) finds strong evidence in support of the Flexible Price Monetary Model 

(FPMM) for the German Mark-US dollar exchange rate during the German hyperinflation 

of the 1920s. In this study, Frenkel took Mark-Dollar nominal exchange rate, German money 

supply and forward premium. Frenkel ignored relative income movements since they are 

swamped in magnitude by movements in the German money supply. For the same reason, he 

ignores movements in the US money supply. He regressed the logarithm of the nominal 

exchange rate into the logarithm of the German money supply and the logarithm of the 

forward premium. He found an estimated coefficient on the money demand variable close to 

unity (0.975) and a positive estimated coefficient on the forward premium. He, therefore, 

takes this as strongly supportive of the Flexible Price Monetary Model. In retrospect, of 

course, it is clear that allowance should have been made for the nonstationarity of the time 
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series under conditions of hyperinflation, although Frankel's estimated equations might be 

reinterpreted as a cointegrating relationship. 

Calvo and Rodriguez (1977) developed the 'Currency Substitution Model' in order to 

examine the overshooting of exchange rate. If money supply leads to currency substitution in 

order to maintain the 'Portfolio Balance' which leads to depreciation of currency along with 

rise in domestic inflation. But it is observed that rate of depreciation of domestic inflation. 

Thus, over the period of transition, exchange rate changes by more than overall price level. 

Bilson (1978) tests the Flexible Price Monetary Model for the German Mark-UK Pound 

exchange rate over the period from January 1972 to April 1976. In his study domestic and 

foreign money supply were used and forward premium was substituted for the expected rate 

of exchange rate depreciation. Theil-Goldberger Mixed Estimation Procedure was applied 

for accounting problem like multicollinearity. Bilson derives an equilibrium exchange rate 

equation which was strongly supportive of the Flexible Price Monetary Model. 

Hodrick (1978) enquires into the Flexible Price Monetary Model for the US dollar-German 

Mark and the UK Pound-US dollar exchange rate time series over the period July 1972 to 

June 1975. His results provided very strong support ofthe Flexible Price Monetary Model. 

Beyond the late 1970's, the Flexible Price Monetary Model failed to provide good support in 

favor of the determinations and variations of exchange rates. In many cases the estimated 

equations showed very poor fits for data and exhibited incorrect results (Taylor, 1995). For 

example, findings from studies involving US Dollar-Mark exchange rate, German money 

supply showed that an increase in German's money supply leads to an appreciation of the 

exchange rate in the period of recent float. These findings are completely opposite the 

conventional theories of exchange rate determination. Frankel (1982a) called this the 

'mystery of the multiplying marks'. Some authors sought to explain this breakdown on the 

ground of econometric misspecification. Others argued differently that large current account 
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deficits or surpluses during the period generated important 'wealth effect' which are not 

adequately captured by the simple monetary model. 

Putnam and Woodbury (1980) examined the Flexible Price Monetary Model for the 

sterling-dollar exchange rate. They took the data set for the period 1972 - 1974. They found 

all of the coefficients significant at the 5% nominal level. The money supply term was, 

however, significantly different from unity. 

Frenkel and Rodriguez (1982) hold that degree of capital mobility becomes the sole factor 

behind the occurrence of 'Overshooting' or 'Undershooting'. More specifically, they hold 

that 'Overshooting' occurs when capital is perfectly mobile. If, on the other hand, capital is 

imperfectly mobile, 'Undershooting' results in. 

Driskill (1981) shows that both rational expectations and non-monotonic exchange rate 

adjustment patterns may predict exchange rate 'Undershooting' rather than 'Overshooting' 

even in the presence of trade balance 'J-Curve Effect'. Driskill holds that, the more complex 

adjustment paths make it possible for exchange rate to divert from rather than moving 

towards its long-run equilibrium value. 

Most of the studies mentioned above consider money supply as an exogenous variable or at 

best random walk stochastic variable. Models in these studies were constructed in such a 

way that money supply appears to affect other variables like exchange rate, relative price 

levels, interest ratio and income. But it was not affected by the movements of these variables 

at all. Monetary policy to this effect is found to be free from the concern of the monetary 

authorities about the variation in exchange rate and I or relative price levels. However, very 

recently economists have begun to think if money supply is a function of exchange rate 

changes. 
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Mussa (1981) argues that the conduct of the monetary policy has been significantly 

influenced by exchange rate movements in the United States, UK and Germany. 

Econometric studies taken by Taylor (1982) provide evidence that money in number of 

countries accommodates price movements. 

An attempt to incorporate money supply in the model as an endogenous variable has been 

undertaken by Papel (1984). Here money supply not only affects exchange rates and relative 

price levels but also it is considered to be affected by them. Monetary policy is, therefore, 

activated to take care of the variations in exchange rates and relative price movements. Such 

'activist' monetary policy, Papel holds, may significantly modify the nature of the observed 

variability of exchange rates and relative price movements. Papel considers that, in countries 

like USA, Japan, UK and Germany, monetary policies are influence by the considerations of 

the authorities about exchange rate variation and relative price movements. Consequently, 

monetary policies are so designed as to deal with the movements in these variables. He 

coined this type of monetary policy by the term 'activist'. 'Activism' here refers to the 

feature that monetary policy is geared up or activated with a view to dealing with changes in 

exchange rate and I or relative price levels. 

Meesa (1986) studied for the hypothesis of rational bubbles in the Monetary Model 

framework. Taking Dollar-Mark and Dollar-Sterling data for the period 1973 - 1982, Meesa 

estimates the following equations: 

He found consistent estimates even in the presence of bubbles. Then he estimates closed 

form solution ofthe following equation: 
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Estimates of the second equation were consistent when there were no bubbles. Meesa found 

the evidence that the two sets of parameters estimates are significantly different and, 

therefore, rejected the no-bubbles hypothesis. However he notes that this is conditional upon 

having a correct formulation of the underlying model. Hence, he actually rejected the joint 

null hypothesis of no bubbles and concluded that the Flexible Price Monetary Model was 

correct. 

Baxter and Stockman (1989) examine the time senes behavior of a number of key 

macroeconomic aggregates for forty-nine countries over the post-war period. They detect 

evidence of higher real exchange rate variability under flexible exchange rates than under 

pegged nominal exchange rate regimes. Yet Baxter and Stockman find no systematic 

differences in the behavior of the macroeconomic aggregates under alternative exchange rate 

arrangements. This suggests that there are speculative forces at work in the foreign exchange 

market which are not reflected in the usual menu of macroeconomic fundamentals. 

Papel (1991) reports failure to produce satisfactory estimates for the United States vs. UK. 

However, in case of Germany and Japan, he reports 'overshooting', for Marks and 

'undershooting', for Yen. He finds that German monetary policy is highly 'offsetting' while 

Japanese monetary policy is highly 'accommodative' with respect to relative price changes. 

In his paper Papel ( 1982) considers USA and Germany as trading partners. Germany is the 

domestic country while USA is the foreign country. American monetary policy is found to 

be 'accommodative ' while that of Germany is found to be 'offsetting' with respect to relative 

price changes. The paper also shows that, in the context of a model with perfect capital 

mobility and price adjustment, monetary policy that is 'accommodative' price movements 

has the potential to cause 'exchange rate undershooting'. So he concludes that 

'overshooting' is not an intrinsic characteristic of the foreign exchange market. 

Papel also observes that, for the current flexible exchange rate period, the Mark I Dollar 

exchange rate does not 'Overshoot'. GNP deflator was used as a proxy for price level. 

American monetary policy is found to be highly 'accommodative ' of prices, and Germany 
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monetary policy is sufficiently 'offietting' to cause 'Overshooting'. It, therefore, indicates 

that less 'accommodative' American monetary policy leads to 'Overshooting' of Mark I 

Dollar exchange rate. Papel holds that the sample period is too short to formally test for a 

change in the money supply rate. 

Branson, Haltturen and Masson (1987) estimated an equation for the exchange rate of 

Dollar with respect to the German Mark, Japanese Yen, French Frank and Britain Pound for 

the 1973-1979 period and found that the effect (sign) of most of the explanatory variables, 

including money supply in the model was opposite those postulated or predicted by the 

theory. 

Von den Berg and Jayanetti (1993) studied on Monetary Model of exchange rate 

determination. The study applied Johansen Procedure for studying Cointegrating 

relationship in the model. They found strong support in favor of the Monetary Model of 

exchange rate. However, for the floating period they reject the monetary model on exchange 

rate because of the lack of power of conventional cointegration tests with insufficiently large 

sample periods or number of observations. 

MacDonald and Taylor (1993, 1994), on the other hand, used Multivariate Cointegration 

Analysis and dynamic modeling techniques to a number of exchange rates for studying 

Monetary Model of exchange rate determination. They found some evidence supporting the 

Monetary Model as a long-run equilibrium towards which the exchange rate converges, 

while allowing for complex short-run dynamics. 

Me. Nown and Wallace (1994) test for Cointegration in a Flexible Price Monetary Model 

using data (currencies expressed vis-a-vis the US dollar) for three high-inflation countries, 

namely Argentina, Chile and Israel, providing further evidence in support of the monetary 

approach. Since all of the monetary models c<;>llapse to an equilibrium condition in the long 
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run, however, these tests have no power to discriminate between the alternative varieties. 

The usefulness of the Cointegration Approach suggested by these studies should, moreover, 

be taken as at most tentative; their robustness across different data periods and exchange 

rates has yet to be demonstrated. 

Flood and Rose (1995) construct a general test of excess volatility in the context of the 

monetary model. The underlying idea is to compare the volatility of the 'traditional 

fundamentals', say TF h and the volatility of the 'virtual fundamentals', VF 1. According to 

Flood and Rose, virtual fundamental is tightly related to the exchange rate and measured by. 

V Ft = e1 - a(i- /)t 

Here the traditional fundamentals are described by an equation like; 

T Ft = (m- m*)t- f3(y- y")t 

A P value corresponding to the income elasticity of money demand is required to measure 

traditional fundamentals. 

Observing the increased volatility of exchange rates under floating as opposed to fixed 

exchange rate regimes, Flood and Rose argue that any tentatively adequate exchange rate 

model should have fundamentals which are also much more volatile during floating rate 

regimes. In fact, they find little change in the volatility of economic fundamentals suggested 

by Flexible-Price or Sticky-Price Monetary Models across different nominal exchange rate 

regimes for a number of OECD exchange rates. 

In a more recent study Mark (1995) used the monetary model suggested by Meese and 

Rogoff with the modification for to include exchange rate overshooting, for the exchange 

rate of the US Dollar with respect to Canadian Dollar, Mark, Yen and Swiss Frane, for one

quarter, one-year and three-year horizons, over the 1981-1991 period. Marks model testifies 

for the effect of money supply on exchange rate along with 'Overshooting' over the period 

of study. 
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The Monetary Model is intuitively appealing but if clearly explains very little exchange rate 

variability. One explanation of weak relation is that exchange rates are relatively insensitive 

to the monetary fundamentals close to equilibrium values but tend to strongly revert to those 

fundamentals when the deviations are large. Taylor and Peel (2000), Taylor, Peel, and 

Sarno (2001), and Kilian and Tailor (2001) investigate the plausibility of this proposition 

with nonlinear models. 

Taylor and Peel (2000) estimate a nonlinear model of quarterly exchange rates and 

monetary fundamentals for the British Pound (GBD)/USD and DEM/USD exchange rates 

from 1973:1 to 1996:4. They, in line with Meese and Rose (1991), also argued that the 

breakdown in the empirical performance of Asset Markets Models of exchange rate 

determination may be due to the fact that the adjustment towards long-run equilibrium is 

nonlinear, which standard econometric procedures may not be able to detect. Using data on 

Dollar-Mark rates and associated monetary model fundamentals for the US and Germany 

during the recent float, Taylor and Peel find evidence of Cointegration in a static regression 

that is consistent with the monetary class of models but also report evidence of nonlinearity 

in the estimated Cointegrating residuals which are well approximated by an Exponential 

Smooth Transition Autoregressive (ESTAR) model (Granger and Terasvirta, 1993). This 

model predicts that the exchange rate change will be nearly unpredictable when the 

deviations from fundamentals is small, but will strongly revert towards those fundamentals 

when the deviation is big, The authors use this to characterized the degree of over and under 

valuation of the exchange rates during the floating exchange rates regime. Similarly, Taylor, 

Peel, and Sarno (2001) show that the same model fits real exchange rates well and explain 

deviations from PPP. 

Kilian and Taylor (2001) note that a convincing explanation for the nonlinear dynamics of 

the ESTAR model is lacking. The authors suggested a Candidate Model in which 

uncertainty about the fundamental value of the exchange rate deters agents from speculating 

against small deviations from fundamentals. Monte Carlo studies show that there is more 

predictability for plausible DGPs at the one-and two-year horizons. So long-horizons tests 
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are useful in such an environment. Further, the ESTAR model was not the true data 

generating process. Consistent with this prediction, the authors find that in-sample evidence 

of predictability from seven OECD countries increases dramatically with the forecast 

horizons. Yet, the authors are still unable to find evidence of out-of-sample predictability. 

They ascribe this to the low power of out-of-sample tests, given the short span of post

Bretton Woods data and the rarity of large departures from fundamentals during that time. 

Mark and Sui (2001) searched for long-run predictability in favour of a one period ahead 

panel regression of quarterly data on 18 exchange rates and fundamentals. The sample 

started in 1973:1 to 1997:4. Mark and Sul (2001) test for Cointegration with panel dynamics 

OLS framework and found the evidence of cointegration. This cointegration finding is used 

to construct the bootstrapped data that rectify the coefficients for persistent regressors bias 

and evaluate the statistical significance of Theil U Statistics. 

Groen (2000) and Mark and Sui (2001) sought to enquire how well the monetary models 

predicted the exchange rates. They took pooled dataset across countries. The practice of 

applying pooling data across countries assumed same Data Generating Procedures (called 

homogeneity assumptions) the data for all countries. However, if the Data Generating 

Process were different across countries, then pooling the data could lead to incorrect 

inference. Using the Mark and Sui (2001) dataset, Rapach and Wohar (2001b) first 

confirm the previous results that the monetary model fit very poorly in country-by-country 

estimation during the floating period. In contrast, however, pooled estimates do support the 

monetary model. 

lrfan Civcir (2003) examined the validity of the monetary model of exchange rate 

determination as an explanation of the Turkish Lira-Dollar exchange rate over the period 

1987:1 - 200:12. For enquiring into the long-run equilibrium relationship among exchange 

rates, monetary fundamentals and relative prices, the study applied the Johansen 

Cointegration test. The test identified the presence of single cointegrating vector which 
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support the monetary model of exchange rate determination in Lira-Dollar exchange rate 

over the period of the study. The study also applied Vector Error Correction model in order 

to find insights into the adjustment process through which the long-run equilibrium 

relationship between exchange rate and monetary fundamentals was maintained. 

Islam, M. Faizul and Mohammad S. Hasan (2006) investigated the validity of the 

monetary model of exchange rate determination of US Dollar and Japanese Yen exchange 

rates from 1974: 1 to 2003:1. They applied Johansen andJuselius (1990) Cointegration Test 

and Vector Error Correction (VEC) modeling. The study identified a unique cointregrating 

vector, which indicated a stationary long-run relationship between Dollar-Yen exchange 

rates and proximate determinants of the monetary model. The study also found some 

evidence in favour of the monetary model based on restriction tests, namely, the unit 

coefficient restriction on the US money supply and the identical coefficient of the US and 

the Japan interest rates. The VEC mod:t found that about 6.5% of the dynamic adjustment 

took place every quarter for the exchange rate to its long-run equilibrium value. The VEC 

model further corroborated a long-run causality running from the relative money supply, 

income and interest rates to the bilateral exchange rate. There was a short-run causality 

running from the one-period lagged differenced exchange rate and the Japanese interest 

rate variable. The study also found the evidence that the forecasting performance of the 

monetary model based on error correction model outperformed the random walk model at 

every forecast horizon. In short, the study broadly confirms the empirical validity of the 

monetary model as a long-run explanation ofthe nominal Dollar-Yen exchange rate. 

Nwafor C. Ferdinand (2006) examined whether the flexible price monetary model of 

exchange rate determination was consistent with the variability of the Naira-Dollar quarterly 

exchange rates from 1986: I - 2002: 4. The study applied the augmented Dickey-Fuller unit

root test for stationarity of the macro economic time series and found that the series 

concerned were nonstationary at levels. Therefore they applied Johansen-Juselius (1990) 

method of testing cointegration among the variables. On the basis of the cointegration, the 
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study concluded that flexible price monetary model of exchange rate determination was 

followed in the Naira-Dollar exchange rates over the period. 
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